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that the teacher has much more time for creative work with his pupils. It 
should, for instance, get them acquainted with essential preliminary informa
tion, technical vocabulary, routine processes. In work done at Birmingham 
University spelling rules have been successfully taught by programme (see 
A Handbook ojProgrammed Learning, Educational Review Occasional Publi
cations, No. I, 1964). Programmes for particular teaching or remedial pur
poses are one thing; complete courses are quite another. One can conceive 
ofnothing more deadening. 

Obviously some subjects lend themselves to programmes more than others. 
English one would think less than most. Poetry, drama, composition seem 
to be otltside the range; whereas programmes which dealt with the mechanics 
of spelling and the rules of punctuation might have a place. At sixth form 
level however, if, for instance, a subject like linguistics canle to be included 
as one of the 'A' level papers, as the proposal is, then pupils might very well 
acquire the basic concepts and vocabulary most efficiently by programme; 
there is in fact such a programme, on phonetics and phonemics, entitled A 
Programmed Introduction to Linguistics by Cynthia D. Buchanan (D. C. Heath, 
Boston, 1963). Nor at this level must we reject too hastily the possibility of 
a poem programmed as a demonstration of a method of critical analysis; in 
the last resort ofcourse reaction to a poem is a personal matter; but there are 
resorts before the last, and the 'indefinable esse11ce' theory of poetry can be 
carried too far. Such analysis would be done on one poem; to the next and 
the next the pupil would react on hjs own with the advantage of the critical 
apparatus he had acquired. Olle American programme does this with a poem 
by Frost. After all a good sixth form teacher is in fact offerillg such a critical 
method to his pupils. A 'branching programme' giving various alternative 
or parallel illterpretations would seem to have many similarities with, and 
possibilities for an Empsouian type ofanalysis. Respome ullder control and 
direction is a feature of both learning situations; the bogey of the learner 
becoming an automatOll is raised without reason. 

Teachers have an important part to play in the development of program
med instruction. First they must be quite sure that the programmes they arc 
offered are both appropriate for the subject, and good of their kind. Secolld, 
they themselves must undertake programming. For the good programme 
will come, not from a psychologist knowledgeable about programming, 
who turns his halld to writing a programme on this or that subject of which 
he know little, but from a teacher who knows his subject and the best way 
to present it, and who is prepared to learn about the techniques ofprogram
millg. 

THE ONLY DISTURBING FEATURE ... ------------...... ......----------~~ 

by 

R. J. HARRIS 
Deputy Headmaster, Woodberry Down School 

Clause analysis was generally well done by those who attempted it.. .. 
The only disturbing feature was that students who obtained high marks 
for analysis sometimes displayed, in their essays or inability to 
construct a correct sentence .... (from the Examiners' Report on the 
General Certificate ofEducatioll, '0' level, Summer 1962). 

IN The Reader over your Shoulder, a horrible but fascinating book with the 
same sort of attraction as the News ~f the World (it is strewn with the corpses 
of writers) the authors, Graves and Hodge, list twenty-five categories in 
which they tabulate the principles of clear statement. They then criticise, 
by applying these principles, passages from the work of such writers as T. S. 
Eliot, Dr. Leavis, Eric Partridge, Sir Arthur Eddington, C. Day Lewis, and 
Helen Waddell, and it is distressing to filld that twenty lines from any of 
them will usually produce twellty errors. Yet these arc not grammatical 
errors in the seme given to this term by our school texts. They are more 
serious. They are errors in the expression of thought, possibly in thought 
itself. I think we may assume that all the writers quoted by Graves and 
Hodge are well versed in English grammar. Do we in teaching English pay 
too much attentioll to our pupils' ignorance of grammar, and too little to 
their errors of thought which may be at least as numerous, and more gross, 
than those noted in The Reader over your Shoulder? 

The English grammar that we teach in more or less adulterated form, the 
grammar of N('sfield and Sonnenschein, has for years been regarded with 
scepticism by some linguists and teachers. The objections to it are both 
pedagogic and academic. It has been said, for example, that the syllabus 
includes too much material, presented oftell in such a way that the important 
and tll1important points arc undifferelltiated. Only the brightest children 
manage to learn it, and then not safely-the 1962 Examiners' Report men
tions that less thall half the candidates recognised that 'sincere' was an adjec
tive. Transfer between knowledge of formal grammar and other skills, or 
correlation between it alld other brallches of Ellglish, is very slight. The 
traditional terminology is not a grammar of modern English, for it is still 
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closely til'd to Latin formulations, and ignores such important signals of 
structure as intonation and stress and the other apparatus of spoken idiomatic 
English. Its usc ofvery dctailed classifications distracts the student's attention 
from the larger conte}.tual units; and the details arc often illogical,imprecise, 
and arbitrary, with criteria not consistently applied, as when we see nouns and 
verbs defined semantically, but prepositions functionally, Formal grammar 
as we know it in class is thus isolated from life and from language behaviour, 
and from language skills also. Evidence on such points is readily available. 
Discussion of the linguistic objections to formal grammar, and of the possible 
forms of a more accurate English grammar, may be found in the writings 
of fries, Quirk, Strang, Mittins, and Gurrey; and good summaries of the 
evidence for the pedagogic objections exist in the Encyclopaedia of Educa
tional Research, in Lyman, and in other work mentioned below. In view 
of tlle weight and the long standing of these o~iections to traditional gram
mar, and of the accessibility of the evidence, it is surprising that conscientious 
teachers should continue to use its material in the classroom. 

However, it is difficult to believe, and as difficult again to admit, that a 
course of action that one has followed for a long time has in reality been I 

r I largely mistaken, and this difficulty may account for the continued presence 
I 	I

I ofinstruction in an extensive grammatical terminology in the English syllabus 
at most schools. Whether this terminology is taught parrot-fashion, purely II

I: 	 formally, or as what is called 'functional' grammar makes, 1 believe, very 
little difference to the amOlmt of time wasted. What is certain is that most 
text-books establish only the weakest links between their terms of grammar 
and the practical business of writing one's native language. 

Ii With these considerations in mind, practising teachers may value some 
I recent evidence as to the value or otherwise of teaching English grammatical 

'! terms to children. This evidence was obtained in an enquiry into this matter 
as it affects the correctness of children's writing in the early years at the 
Secondary School. 

A start was made by asking for the co-operation of a number of schools 
in a long-term experiment. Five were able to take part, but more were 

,i
,i approached. In the discussion it was found that far from being a precise and 
I clear subject, formal grammar seemed to mean different things to different 
I , people. What it means is usually the first question with which the would-be 

experimentalist is challenged, altllOugh it is the last he can get answered. 
Nevertheless, most teachers taught the names of the parts of speech, subject 
and predicate, and certain extensions of these, by one method or another, 
in the expectation of using this knowledge in correcting or improving writ
ten work. 

Next, a number ofessays written by children of ten and offifteen years of 
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age were analysed to ascertain the structural differences that existed between 
the work of young and of older children. Many appeared, but only those 
which were clear, measurable and definite were assumed to be indications 
ofmaturation, and were to serve as measuring instruments in the experiment. 

The five schools were asked to rUll an English course for two years and 
for two forms as nearly parallel as possible. One form, however, had each 
week one lesson in formal grammar, whose terms were used in discussing 
written work, whereas the other form had no English grammar lesson at all. 
Naturally, influences existed which can obscure the effect of this distinction, 
and results of such an experiment can have no very precise scientific exact
itude. Nevertheless, the difference between the work done by forms was 
large and simple, and could be expected to show an end in favour of or 
against formal grammar as taught in two liberal and progressive grammar 
schools, one equally adventurous secondary modem school, and the technical 
streams of two comprehensive schools. In four of the five schools, the pair 
of forms was taught by one teacher. All the children wrote an essay. Then 
for nearly two academic years they worked at their courses. Finally, they 
wrote another essay on the same topic as their first. The two essays were 
then compared, using the measuring instruments obtained from the early 
work of the ten and fifteen-year-old children. 

The instruments were eleven in number, and were based on a cotmt of 
the following scores: 

(a) total correct sentences 
(b) average number of words to each common error 
(c) number of different sentence patterns 
(d) number of subordinate clauses 
(e) number of correct complex sentences 
(f) instances of the omission of the full stop 
(g) number of simple sentences with two or more modifying phrases 
(h) correct non-simple minus correct simple sentences 
(i) number of adjectival clauses and phrases 
(j) average length of correct simple sentences 
(k) total words written 

Many other cOUlltS were made of the original essays, but those listed above 
gave the dearest evidence of change. The'common errors' used were such 
as the omission ofa period, or ofa comma in items in a list; lack ofagreement 
between verb and subject, or failure to give a finite verb to a clause; faulty 
sequence of tenses; unrelated participles; the use of adjective or preposition 
as adverb; failure to give a pronoun a clear antecedent-all of these were 
errors evident in the original essays. The order ofreliability of the measuring 
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instruments is that in which they are listed above. The first five are statistic
ally very reliable; the next four are fairly reliable; the last two are not in 
themselves reliable, but when taken with the other nine contribute some
thing to the general picture. 

Thus there were eleven measurements in each of five schools-fifty-five 
in all. In the most reliable twenty-five. significantly better scores, in which 
the critical ratio exceeded 3.0, were made by the forms not taking grammar 
than by the forms taking it. The latter scored no successes of tlris degree. 
Of the less reliable measures, nen-grammar forms held a significant advan
tage in one, grammar forms in none. The ten important scores reaching 
significance in a reliable measure were: 

I. 	In the number ofwords per common error. Three foons, from Grammar, Tech
nical, and Secondary Modern schools gained here. 

2. 	In the variety ofsentence patterns used. There were two gains here, in a Grammar 
and a Modem school; but if a level of significance of 2+ is considered, the two 
non-grammar forms from the Technical schools could be included. 

3. 	In the number of correct complex sentences used. Four gains were made by th.: 
non-grammar forms, from a Grammar, a Secondary Modern, and the two Tech
nical schools. 

4. 	In the total number of correct sentences written. Here, one Technical school 
scored, and if the 2+ level ofsignificance is included, a Grammar and a Technical 
school in addition. 

The other significant gain by a non-grammar form was in the total words 
written, tlle form being from a grammar school. Both non-grammar forms 
from grammar schools gained here if the 2+ level is included. 

These gains by the non-grammar forms cover a wide field. Mechanical, 
conventional correctness-as in the number of words per common error; 
maturity of style-as in the variety of sentence patterns used; the control of 
complex relationships-as in the number of correct complex sentences; as 
well as general overall correctness, seen in the total number of correct sen
tences, were all improved significantly in groups practising direct writing
skills as compared with groups studying formal grammar. It should be noted 
also that the gains were made in all three types of school. 

Further evidence for the inadequacy ofgrammatical instruction to produce 
advantageous changes was found in scores made by all pupils in the counts 
of individual errors of common occurrence. The five commonest errors
omission of the full stop; faulty use or omission of the comma in lists, appo
sition and non-defining clauses; lack ofa clear antecedent for pronouns; mis
use of prepositions or conjunctions; lack of a £nite verb in a sentence
yidded twenty-five comparisons. Of these, twenty showed an advantage to 
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the non-grammar forms, of which five were significant, with a t. ratio ex
ceeding 3.0. No significant gains were made by the grammar forms. And 
yet the non-grammar pupils might have been expected to make more mis
takes than did the grammar pupils, for they wrote more clauses, wrote at 
greater total length, and used more sentences even than the top third of the 
grammar pupils. 

It seems safe to infer that the study ofEnglish grammatical terminology 
had a negligible or even a relatively harmful effect upon the correctlless of 
children's writing in dIe early part of the five secondary schools. That sig
nifIcant gains were made by forms not studying grammar need occasion 
very little surprise when one cOllSiders that an extra writing period in place 
of grammar must almost double the time given each week to actual written 
work in class, despite die theoretical-and lughly dubitable-economy in 
correction afforded by the teacher's use of grammatical terms. 

Previous experimental evidence has shown that traditional grammar is 
unteachable to the point of serious application, certainly to all but the clever
est children. It has been clearly established that there is no greater correlation 
between grammatical knowledge and English skills than between two totally 
unrelated subjects-indeed, correlations between say Arithmetic and Gram
mar are often higher than those between grammar and composition. Modern 
linguists have cast serious doubt upon the logical coherence and descriptive 
accuracy of the traditional terms. And finally, the work just described tends 
to show that grammar gives no direct aid to children's writing skills. 

Have we in fact been wasting a quarter to a fifth of our English teaching 
time, and are we still doing so? If the value of grammar as an instrument in 
helping cluldren to write correctly is abandoned, is the rest worth while? 
We have either to rebut the evidence, or to show that it has been misinter
preted. or to accept its verdict. Or, of course, we can ignore it, and plead 
examinations. We can escape into the comforting belief that we teach gram
mar much more effectively than the people in all the experiments. We can 
fall back 011 dle study of grammar for its own sake--as a pure science. A 
pure science (and traditional grammar may well rank as one, with astrology), 
has a fascination of its own. A grammatical fact is no less worthy of dignity 
than any other. We grammarians are left free to chase our definitions and 
functions just for the sake of catching them, and not for food. Weare sur
rounded by a universe of facts, and we choose to remember that 'the' and 
'a' always accompany nouns (Witll a few exceptions, of course--dle fewer 
the better). This, as between consenting adults. is no harm-but are we right 
to teach these things to children? Choose, as the examiners sternly say, and 
justify your choice! 

I would add just one point for the consideration of those teachers who feel 
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that in the upper forms of a school, at least, formal analysis should have a 
dearer influence for good. This sentiment may be founded in the idea that 
until the stage is reached at which pupils can through clause-analysis be con
scious of the grammatical structure of complex sentences, little apparent 
relationship can be expected between knowledge of grammar and written 
correctness. To test this possibility, the writer took about seven hundred 
G.C.E. 'O'-level scripts, in 285 of which the candidates had attempted the 
clause-analysis question. On the whole, the answers to this question were 
welI done. Scores made were correlated with those made by the same can
didates on a combination of the other three questions-essay, precis, and 
comprehension. 'lhe correlation (r = + 0.365 +/- 0.022) suggested that 
there was only a weak tie between SlIccess or failure in analysis and in the 
rest of the paper. 

The sixth form, after all, seems the most profitable place to study gram
mar-to argue about our present inheritance, or even better, about the new 
description of the actual structure of our language which surely we school 
teachers live in hope of receiving from the universities in the not-too-distant 
future. The only disturbing feature is that at sixth-form level we cease to 
study grammar. 

Teachers interested or whose conscience is stirred to inquire more deeply 
into the other disturbing features ofgrammar may care to consult the follow
ing works of reference: 

(a) 	 On the unteachability of grammar: The DiffiCtllty oj English Grammar, W. J. 
Macaulay; BritishJournal ofEducational Psychology, XVII, 1947, pp. 153-162; and 
also F. Cawley's article on same theme in Vol. 28, June 1958, pp. 174-176. 

(b) 	For a general summary of doubts thrown by experimental work up to 1929, a 
most important source of information is Summary of Investigations Relating tl> 
Grammar, Language and Composition, R. L. Lyman; Supplementary Educational 
Monographs, No. 36, Univ. of Chicago, 1929; Encyclopaedia oj Educational Re
search, Macmillan (New York). pp. 383-396, 1950 edition, article on English 
Language etc. by H. A. Greene. 

(c) 	 For further detail on the work discussed in this article, see An E;"perimental Inquiry 
into the 'Function ami Value oj Formal Grammar in the Teaching oj English, R. J. 
Harris, Ph.D. thesis, London, 1962. 

(d) 	On a new approach to grammar. see for example, Modern English Structure, B. 
Strang (E. Arnold). 

FIRST THINGS FIRST 

------------.......~~........----------

BRIAN JACKSON 

SOMEWHERE IN Sybil Marshall is a most marvellous book on the primary 
school. So far she has published An F::-xperiment in Education.! Partly an auto
biography, partly an account ofher work at Kingston Primary School, partly 
a good gossip, partly a series oflecturettes, partly ... I have never encount
ered a book on schools so poignant and yet so prosy, so irritating and yet so 
much a book that counts. I would be very proud to have written it. 

Her final chapter is the most absorbing. Mrs. Marshall describes how the 
children listened, movement by movement, to Beethoven's Pastoral Sym
phony then roamed the spring landscape round Kingston. In class they build 
a great collJge, straying out of school to check the truth of their spring pic
ture. Alongside it they wrote superbly about the country in springtime: 

Cows are very curly on their foreheads. I found the younger ones were much more curly 
on their heads. The skin was silky on their noses. It seems as if their coats have had a mud 
bath, espelially their legs. TJ.ey liked the shade very mHch. Their eyes are soft and silky 
and they are big and kind and seem to make the whole cow stand out. 

And then out again to dam up the stream, trail ftngers in the water-rush, 
plop stones, f1sh, paddle and drink. Back to school and anotller collage: 
Down by the Brook. More verse and prose, though not so remarkable. 

Third movement: Country Dance. 'Flushed and breathless the boys threw the 
,({iris from one to the other, then whirled away stamping and followed each other 
round in stamping rhythm, while the ltirls stood back to back in the middle of the 
ring holding the;r heaving chests and beaming on the circlin<~ boys until they were 
grabbed out again and twirled away into the dance. And all the time Beethoven's 
music swept across the village from the open windows of the school, while passing 
motorists looked puzzledfrom one to the other, as ifthey hardly believed the evidence 
oftheir own senses.' 

Was it quite like that? Consider the polished vacuities Mrs. MarshalI now 
'produces' from the children: 

*An Experiment in Education, by Sybil Marshall. (Cambridge University Press, 255) 
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